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OW City  flerunlem
by eavliMe §canMell

The Old City of Jerusalem and its walls were added to the List of World Heritage in Danger in 1982, after nomination
by Jordan. Noting the severe destruction followed by a rapid urbanization, UNESCO determined that the site met "the
criteria proposed for the inscription of properties on the List of World Heritage in Danger.

The Old City is a 0.9  square kilometers  (0.35 sq mi) walled area within the
modem city of Jerusalem.  Until 1860, when the Jewish neishborhood was
established, this area constituted the entire city of Jerusalem. The Old City
is home to several sites of key relialous importance: the Temple Mount and
Western Wall  for Jews,  the  Church of the Holy  Lse|)ulchre  for Christians,
and the Dome of the Rock and al-Aqsa Mosque for Muslims. It was added
to the UNESCO World Heritage Site List in 1981.

Israel 1971. Independence Day. Gates of

jemsalem.   18c: New Gate, Scott #448,
15c: jaffa Gate, Scott # 447, 85c: Herod's
Gate, Scott #450. 35c: Damascus Gate,
Scott #449

Israel National Heritage Landmarks,
City of David, Jerusalem, Feb  11, 2014
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Israel 1972. Independence Day. Gates of

Jerusalem. Small size.18c: Golden Gate,
Scott #489, 15c: Lion's Gate, Scott #488,
55c: Zion Gate, Scott #491, 45c: Dung
Gate, Scott #490

Four of the gates of Jerusalem face the cardinal directions; the Darrmscus  Gate to the north, the Golden Gate to the
east, the Zion Gate to the south, and the ]affa Gate to the west.  The remaining gates are the Flower or Herods Gate,

-     the Lion Gate, the Dung Gate, and the New Gate.   Suleiman rebuilt the walls and many of the grtes of Jerusalem as
they stand today in 1538 AD.

(Cont'd on pg 3)
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?un the 8djtr.
Vikings,  Vkings!  They seem to be everywhere these days!  With
the  warming of the  north and  the  use  of ground  penetrachg
rulandar  new  sites  are  being  discovered.     Once  I  looked  at  a
paindng of the Bayeux tapestry and said "they look like Vikings",
well  now  it  seems  just  the  thing.    Normandy  was  settled  by
Norse vikings.

Lots of stalnps are being issued about the Bayeur Tapestry this

year,  too.     That  should  give  the  president  of  the  American
Topical Association something to do  -  rewock his exhibit.

Several new books  have  been published  about the Vikings.    I
have read two and am waiting for the third one to go from a 14
day term at my local library to 28  days.   I  do not get as much
reading  done  since  my  commute  was  halved  four  years  ago.
Gee, is it 4 years aherdy?

Zahi Hawass  is  now giving  tours  of ArchaeolQalcal  sites.    So
Egypt Hes quietly these days.

Did  anyone  get  to  the  APS  show  this  year?    It was  held  in
Hartford,  CT,  just across  the  Sound  but  I  couldn't get  there.
Something about a transportation strike, which decided not to
take  place,  a  friend's  dauchter  getting  marred  and  the  bridal
shower date, and some darned cardiolQrist it takes six months to
get an appointment with all the same week, along with my One-
day-a-Year job  at the  local railroad museum   Ijast time it was
held in IIartford it was a week earlier.

Britain seems to have some interesting educahonal programs for
children to lean an appreciation of their past, as in B.C.E past!
The students like it and find it interesting!  How can we get kids
here to actually like history?

Enclosed with this issue is the renewal notice.  Please answer the
questions about your favorite acticle.   I have noticed that this in
no way reflects  the  collecting interests  of our members.   That
confuses people sometimes.   Per previous member suggestions,
I  have  expanded  the  New  Digs  section,  adding  information
about the stamp subject depicted on the stamp, and cut back on
jrfueology Today.

I  am  still  reading  Toby  Wilkinson's  latest,  The  Nile,  which
contains much information about the building of the first Aswan
Dam    It's  a  surprise who  was  agrinst it  and who was  for  it!
Some  didn't think much  of all  those  ancient temples  standing
around the country.  There were so MANY of therm, who would
miss a dozen or so?   Then think of the dramatic efforts of the
UNESCO campaign in the 1960s and you really have to think - -
WRAT Cnd Old Days?

It's renewal time again, please fill out the questionnaire.

8rdhalde
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Oil eity flermlem
by earoline §caMnell                          (c;ond d from peg€ I)

During the  Roman  occupation,  the  Roman  Procurator  avoided ]e"salem,  preferring to  stay  in  Caesarea Maritinra
instead, where he was surrounded by Roman toagan) temples and gods.  Jerusalem was the heart of the religion of the
Jews, which they considered a race of barbarians who "stupidly refused to worship those pmars of civilization, the gods
and goddesses of Rome."

Feb 7 2011,  Scott #1874

As  a holy city  for Judaism,  Christianity and  Islaap Jerusalem has  always been of great
symbolic importance. Among its more than 200 historic monuments, the Dome of the
Rock is most visible.  Built in the 7th century, it is decorated with beautiful geometric and
floral motifs. It is recognized by all three relialons as the site of Abraham's sacrifice. The
Wailing Wall  delineates  the  quarters  of the  different  religious  communities, while  the
Resurrection rotunda in the Church of the Holy Sepulchere houses Christ's tomb.

Traditionally,  the  Old  City  has  been  divided  into  four uneven  quarters,  although  the
current  designations were  introduced only in the  19th century.  Today, the  Old  City is
roughly divided into the Mushm Quarter, the Christian Quarter, the Jewish Quarter and
the Armenian Qunrter. The  Old City's monumental defensive walls and city gates were
bult in the late  16th century by the Ottomans. The current population of the Old City
resides mostly in the Islamic and Christian quarters.

Israel s/sheet depicts Jerusalem according to a
map of Madaba. April 23,1978 Scott #693abcd.

Standirig  on  a  height which is  naturally  difficult  to  reach, jemsalem
was  rendered  even more  impregnable  by ramparts  and  bastions  that
would  have  made  even  places  on  a  flat plain  more  than  adequately
fortified.   Two very high hills were surounded by walls that in some
places jutted out but in others curved in, exposing the  flanks of any
besiegers to enemy fire by defenders.   Also the hills were bordered by
crags  and  ravines.    Since  the  towers  on  the  hills  stood  60  feet  and
those on level ground 120.   They made an astonishing impression on
anyone  seeing  them  for  the  fist  tine  because  from  far  away  they
seemed  to  be  the  same  height.    Inside  the  city  there  were  further
fortifications defending the royal palace, together with the fortress of
the  Antonia,  named  by  Herod  in  honor  of Mark  Antony,  with  its
awesome turrets.   The Temple was designed like a citadel, enclosed by
walls that were thicker and more elaborate than anywhere else.

Israel 1985. World Stamp Exhibition in Tel Aviv.   Scott
#907a-c, issued May 14,1985, The Dome of the Rock,  The
Western Wall,  Church of the Holy Sepulchre/Christ's Tomb

Paye  #  3

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre also called the Church of
the  Resurection  by  Eastern  Christians,  is  located  in  the
Christian Quarter of the walled Old City of Jerusalem.    The
site  is  venerated as  Calvary where Jesus was  crucified, and
where  Jesus  is   said  to  have  been  buried.     Since  the  4th
Century  it  has  been  a  site  of  pilgrimage   for  Christians.
Today  it  is  also  the  headquarters  of the  Greek  Orthodox
Patriarch  of Jerusalem.    Ownership  and  responsibhity  for
the   site   is   shared   between   Eastern   Orthodox,   Oriental
Orthodox and Roman Catholics.
According to tradition, Constantine's builders dug away the
hillside   in   order   to isolate the   tomb,   leaving   the rock-
hewn tomb  of  Christ  isolated  and  with  enouch  room  to
build  a church around it in the  center of the rotunda is a
sman  building  which  supposedly  enclosed  this  tomb.  On
Sept 13th each year the Eastern Orthodox Church celebrates
the  anniversary  of the  consecration  of the  Church  of the
Holy Sepulchre.

(cont'd on pg 4)
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Old City flerunlem
bw eavliMe  §CaMMell                 feond d Fron\ paye g)

After the conquest of Jerusalem in 63BC by the Roman general Pompey the Great, Herod the Great became king of
Judea in 37BC. Ifuring his administration, which lasted unul 4BC, Herod rebuilt the temple, constructed a fortress, and
enhanced other elements of the city. The retaining wall built by Herod for the Temple Mount stands today as the
Western Wan.

After Herod's reign, a series of Roman governors were installed. From AD 26 to 36
the governor was Pontius Pilate, who sentenced Jesus to be crucified for treason. The
Jews revolted against increasingly oppressive Roman rule in AD 66, and they rrmnaged
to hold on to Jerusalem in the face of siege untl 70. In that year, the city was captured
by Titus, son of the Roman emperor Vespasian, who destroyed the Temple, except
for the Western Wall.

Stone Menorah, Issued Oct. 26,
1966, Scott #324

The Western Wall (Wailing Wall) located in the Old City of jerusalem at the foot of the western side of the Temple Mount.
Parts of the wan are remnants of the ancient wan that surrounded the Jewish Temple's courtyard.  Ths site is considered
the most sacred site of the Jewish faith.   About half the wall, including its 17 levels located below street level, dates from
the end of the Second Temple period, commonly believed to have been constructed around 19 BCE by Herod the Great,
however, recent excavations indicate it was not finished during Herod's lifetine. The remaining layers were added from the
Umayyad era onwards during Ottoman rule. The Wall has been a site for Jewish prayer and pflgrirrmge for centuries; the
eadiest mention of the site dates back to the 4th century.

From the mid-19th century onwards several attempts were made to purchase rights to the wall and its immediate area
by various Jews, without success.   The Zionist movement in the early 20th century made the wall a source of friction
between the Jewish community and the Muslim relidous leadership, who were womied that the wall was being used to
fulher Jewish liatiolialistic clainrs to the Telxple Mount and jemsaleni. After the 1948 Arab-Israeli War the wall came
under jordanian control and Jews were barred from the site for 19 years until Israel captured the Old City in 1967.

Jordan 1982 The Dome of the Rock. Palestinian Auth. 1994 The Dome of the Rock

The  Dome  of  the  Rock  remains  essentially  as  it  was
when completed between 691 and 692 by the Caliph Abd
al-Malik,  although  the  roof  has  been  renewed  several
times and other minor changes have been made, mostly
to the surface decoration.

Believed   to   be   the   earliest   survivirig   monument   of
Islamic architecture and probably modeled on the nearby
Christian Church  of the  Holy  Sepulchre,  the  Dome  of
the    Rock    was    built    not    only    to    commemorate
Muhammad's  ascension to heaven,  but also  to  rival  the
splendor  of Christian  and Jewish  sanctuaries  already  in
Jerusalem

Pay¢  # 4

The  Dome  of the  Rock  (Qubbat  al-
Sakhra)  stands  on  the  traditional  site
of the  Temple  of Solomon  (the  first
Jewish temple).  The rock is where, in
the biblical story Abraham had offered
the  sacrifice  of his  son Isaac  to  God.
For Muslims, it is the third holiest site
of pilgrimage  (after Mecca & Medina)
since it was also here that the prophet
Muhammad    is    believed    to    have
ascended  into  heaven  to  receive  the
commandments of God.

Iraq #1567b Malaysia, Scott #174, issued
August 21,1978. Issued for the
Palestinian Fighters & Families.

(cont'd on pg 5)
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Oil eify flerunlem
by earoliMe  §mMMell                      (cond d Erom pag!e 4)

Abu Dhabi #83      Afghanistan #892
June 3,1972              Sept 11,1977
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Palestinian Authority
#29, May 17, 1995
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St. Vincent of the Grenadines  1997.
50th Anniversary of UNESCO. Dome of the
Rock and the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem.

The budding is octagonal in plan, with a large golden
dome  on top  (the  oriSnal dome was metal covered
with  gold  leaf,  but  a  1961  restoration  replaced  this
with gold-colored anodized aluminum).

The  surfaces,  both  inside  and  out,  are  covered  in
marble  and  mosaic  patterning,  much  of  it  on  the
interior  being  highlighted  with  precious  stones  and
gold.  Centered under the dome, the Holy Rock itself
may  be   seen,  surrounded  by  an  intricately  carved
wooden screen dating from 1199.

<<  Jordan, International
Heritage of Jerusalem,
Nov.14,1982, Scott #1113-7.
10f: Gate to the Old City, 25f:
Minaret, 40f: AI Aqsa Mosque,
50f: Dome of the Rock, 100f:
Dome of the Rock.

Fonowing the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, the Old City was captured by
Jordan and Jewish residents were evicted. During the Six-Day War
in  1967, which  saw hand-to-hand  fighting on the Temple Mount,
Israeli  forces  captured  the  Old  City  along with  the  rest  of  East
Jerusalem,   subsequently   annexing  them  as   Israeli  territory   and
reuniting them with the western part of the city.

The Jerusalem Law of 1980, effectively annexing East Jerusalem to
Israel,   was   declared   null   and   void   by   UN   Security   Council
Resolution 478 and East Jerusalem is regarded by the international
community as part of occupied Palestinian territory.

Aldemey, Bayeux Tapestry, 6 stamps and s/s of real cotton.

The  Bayeux  Tapestry  is  preserved  and  displayed  in
Bayeux,  Normandy,  France.   Nothing  is  known   for
certain  about  the  tapestry's  oririns.  The  first  written
record of the  Bayeux Tapestry is in  1476 when it was
recorded  in the  cathedral treasury at Bayeux as  "4 greey
long a7id  narrow  l]ang/irig on wbicb  are  embroidered fyures  arid
iriscr¢tious    cunfihaing   a   repeserltalion   Of   the    conquest   Of
E#gfa#¢'.        The    Bayeux    Tapestry    was    probably
commissioned in the  1070s by Bishop Odo of Bayeur,
half-brother  of William the  Conqueror.  It  is  over  70
metres long and although it is called a tapestry it is in
fact  an  embroidery,  stitched  not  woven  in  woollen
yams on linen.

Paye  # 5

It is over 70 metres long and although it is
called a tapestry it is in fact an embroidery,
stitched  not  woven  in  woollen  yams  on
linen.   Some   historians  argue   that  it  was
embroidered in Kent, England.

(cont'd next page)
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Now Diq§
Aldemey, Bayeux Tapestry  (cont'd)
It was the idea of Elizabeth Wardle to make the replica Bayeux Tapestry, now on display in Reading Museum. She was a
skilled embroiderer and a member of the Leek Embroidery Society in Staffordshire. Her husband, Thomas Wardle was
a leading silk industrialist. Elizabeth Wardle researched the Bayeux Tapestry by visiting Bayeux in 1885. The Society also
based the replica on hand-coloured photographs of the tapestry held by the South Kensington Museurn, now called the
Victoria & Albert Museum, Ijondon. The aim of the project was to make a full-sized and accurate rephca of the Bayeux
Tapesrty " So that Engiland Sbould lJave a cofty if its our"

Bosnia & Herzegovina,
(Groat) Archaeoloalcal
Treasures, issued 2014.
No fucher is known.

• TT-I T -. T iL --I ` --T--I

Croatia, March 03, 2014
Croatian Towns - Pula

8!;¥!:iE-fRET
Peoples Republic of China, Buddhist Deity Paintings, issued 2014, may be from
Duanghang, but no information available at this time.  Does anyone know?

In classical antiquity inhabited by the Hz.j/7?., a Venetic or lllyrian tribe recorded by Strabo
in the  lst century AD The  Istrian peninsula was  conquered  by the  Romans in  177  BC,
starting a period of Rornanization. The town was elevated to colonial rank between 4645
BC as the tenth redon of the Roman Empire, under ]ulius Caesar. During the civil war of
the triumvirate 42 BC the town took the side of Cassius, since the town had been founded
by   Cassius   Longinus,   brother   of  Cassius.   After   Octavian's   victory,   the   town   was
demohshed.  It was  soon rebuilt at the request of Octavian's daughter Iulia and was then
c,aHed C:olonia Pietas Julia Polo Pollentia Heroulanea. Sorn!e: Flo:rrmn co"st"cho:as fe;main:, aL gFe:at
amphitheatre,  Pula  Arena  was  constructed  between  27  BC  -  68  AD,  much  of it  still
standing to  this day.  The Romans also  supplied the  city with a water supply and sewage
systems. They fortified the city with a wall with ten gates. A few of these gates still remain:
the triumphal Arch of the Serali, the Gate of Hercules (in which the names of the founders
of the  city are  engraved)  and  the  Twin  Gates.  During the  reign  of emperor  Septimius
Severus the name of the town was changed into "R€T Pz/4#cz7 Po/cur?.+'.

Guinea Bissau, Queen Neferdti Sheetlet of 5 Different and s/s of one stamp.  Issued in 2013 for 100th anniversary of
finding of the statue.
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eappalocifl, ¢oreme Parley)
by  earoliMe  §caMMell

Cappadocia,  Goreme  is  a historical realon in Central Anatolia, largely in
Turkey.   The  area was  inscribed  as  a  UNESCO World  Heritage  Site  in
1985 and appears on posters used in advertising tourism

The  Goreme  valley  contains  rock-hewn  sanctuaries  that provide  unique
evidence  of  Byzantine  art  in  the  post-Iconoclastic  period.   Dwellings,
troglodyte villages  and  underground  towns  along with  the remains  of a
traditional human habitat dating back to the 4th century AD can also be
seen there.

The  earliest  record  of Cappadocia  dates  from  the  late  6th  century  BC,
when  it  appears  in  the  trilingual  inscriptions  of  two early Achaemenid
kings,  Darius I and Xerxes, as one of the countries of the Persian Empire.

Ruins of Goreme, Scott #873,
issued July 8,1959

In   1712,   the   French   envoy   Sieur   Paul   Lucas   introduced   the   West   to   Rocky
Cappadocia,  a wondrous  moonscape  land  set within the  91,000km2  (35,000  square
miles) of the rest of Cappadocia in central Turkey. It lies within the triangle outlined
by Aksaray on the west, the Caesarea-Tyana road on the east, and Nigde to the south
in a spectacular landscape, sculpted by erosion

Cappadocia was  home  to  the  great  Church  Fathers;  Basil  of Caesarea,  Gregory  of
Nazianzos, and Gregory of Nyssa.  Their conective influence was so significant that it
exists  even  today.    History's  most  famous  Cappadocian  is  Saint  George, who  was
born in Cappadocia and died about 303 as a Christian Martyr.   It was also home to a

great many bishops, priests, saints, and monks, and a wealth of architectural remains, inscriptions, and artifacts reveal a
Cappadocia dotted with thousands of churches and chapels, often traversed by pilgrims, and  sometimes the place of
miracles.

The  Goreme  valley  contains  rock-hewn  sanctuaries  that  provide  unique  evidence  of  Byzantine  art  in  the  post-
Iconoclastic  period.  Iivellings,  troglodyte  villages  and  underground  towns  along with  the  remains  of a  traditional
human habitat dating back to the 4th century AD can also be seen there.

''

Turkey, Goreme National      UNESCo  campaign            First Day cover issued

..i^.   y`ff E
`,,
'`.}`    ff-,v`..i  .    ~

by Turkish Post depicting 3 stamps in the\'§;i
Park, Scott #2052,                   to save Goreme,                      to save sites in Gofeme and Istanbul Feb 15,1984.  The middle
May 2,1977                              Scott#2272, Feb 15,1984     stamp is forGoreme.

The kingdom of Cappadocia was still in existence in the time of Strabo as a nominally independent state. Cilicia was the
name given to  the  district in which Caesarea, the  capital of the whole  country, was  situated. The  only two  cities  of
Cappadocia considered by Strabo  to  deserve  that appellation were  Caesarea and Tyana, not far from the  foot of the
Tarns.

mg6  # 7
(cont'd on page 8)
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eappal"ia, ¢avmc RTwrky)
by earoliMe  §caMMell                              (cond d £Iom peg€ T)

Cappadocia was known as Hatti in the late Bronze Age, and was the homeland of the Hittite power centered at Hattusa.
After the fan of the Hittite Empire, with the decline of the Cappadocians after their defeat by the Lydian king Croesus
in the  6th century, Cappadocia was ruled by a  sort of feudal aristocracy, dwelling in strong castles and keeping the
peasants in a servile condition. It was included in the third Persian satrapy in the division established by Darius, but
continued to be governed by nilers  of its own, none over the whole country and all more or less tributaries of the
Persia.

In the 1990s scholars and others began to reconsider Cappadocia as the greatest collection of Byzantine archaeoloScal
remains. The developing picture is providir}g a sense of depth and vitality to the redon that has been sorely wanting,

lace Ca adocia in its er historical context.

Now I)I,o§

Egypt, issued May 15, 2014, Diversion
of the Nile River, 50th Anniversary,
Scott # 2118

Indonesia, Palaeoanthropology 2014 Setenant Pair

Jersey, Roman Connections, issued 2014, no further information about issue date known. Hannibal's elephant in s/s.
In 2012, 70,000 ancient coins were found in a field in Jersey. They were made about 2,000 years ago, when]ulius Caesar
and  his  Roman  leSons were  conquering  Gaul and  the  Celtic  and  Roman worlds were  in a violent cohision.  They
represent the turning point when the Channel Islands changed from a Celtic way of life culture to a Roman style of
living.   In an effort to explore ]ersey's Roman connections, the  six stamps and Miniatue  Sheet explore  some of the
Erxperors and Governors and their activities which one day, misht reveal the answers as to exactly how and why Jersey
has become home to a wealth of artifacts left over from this important period in the history of this small island.

In 2012, 70,000 ancient coins were found in a field injersey. They were made about 2,000 years ago, when ]ulus Caesar
and  his  Roman  lealons  were  conquering  Gaul  and  the  Celtic  and  Roman worlds  were  in a  violent  collision.  They
represent the turning point when the Channel Islands changed from a Celtic way of life culture to a Roman style of
living.In  an  effort to  explore ]ersey's  Roman connections,  the  six  stamps  and  Miniature  Sheet explore  some  of the
Emperors and Governors and their activities which one day, might reveal the answers as to exactly how and why Jersey
has become home to a wealth of artifacts left over from this important period in the history of this small island.
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New a-M§

<<  Israel,  issued  Feb  11,
2014,    National    Heritage
Landmacks, City of David,
I erusalem,           Synagogue
Peki'in,     Ein     Keshatot,
Golan  ,  three  of set  of 5
stamps, others are modem
architecure.

The Emperor Augustus on the 2000th anniversary of his death, shows a detail of the
Via Labicana Augustus, held in the National Museum of Rome - Palazzo Massimo
aue   Teme,   in   Rome.   The   words   "BIMILLENARIO   AUGUSTEO"   2000th
anriversary  of the  death  of Augustus,  "ITALIA"  and  the  denomination  `€  0,70"
complete the stamp.
Source: Italy Post / pubhshed October 17th, 2014

Italy, Issued October 2014

Alba Fucens was an ancient Italic town occupying a lofty location at the foot of
the Monte  Velino, in central Italy.  Its  remains  are  today in the  coerz/#c of Massa
d'Albe.  It was orisinally a town of the Aequi, though on the frontier of the Marsi,
but was occupied by a Roman colony (304 BC) owing to its strategic importance.
It lay on a hill just to the noith of the Via Valeria, which was probably prolonged
beyond Tibur at this very period. In the Second Punic War Alba at fist remained
futhful, but afterwards refused to send contingents and was punished.

It is  chiefly remarkable  for its  finely preserved  fortifications.  The  external walls,
which have  a circuit of about 3 kin, are  constructed  of polygonal masonry; the
blocks are carefully jointed, and the faces smoothed. With our present knowledge
of such constructions their date cannot certainly be determined.

'TAL'A € 0,70

Italy, issued Nov. 30, 2013,
Classical architecture, Alba
Fucens, L'Aquha

They are not preserved to any very considerable heisht; but the arrangement of the gates is clearly traceable; as a rule
they come at the end of a long, straight stretch of wall, and are placed so as to leave the right side of any attacking force
exposed. On the noith there is, for a length of about 150 Ill, a triple line of defenses of later date ®ossibly added by the
Roman  colonists), inasmuch as  both  the  city wall proper, and the  double wall thrown out in  front of it are partly
constnicted  of concrete,  and  faced  with  finer polygonal  masonry  in  which  horizontal  joints  seem  to  be  purposely
avoided.   In the 20th century the Belstn academy at Rome carried out excavations at the site, under the direction of
Joseph Mertens. This project led to a series of publications of the site and its remains.
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Architecture (Classical) Joint issue Portugal - Morocco -
Castle of silves,   The Lusitano Horse,  Rugs of Arraiolos

The Castle of Silves is a castle in the civil

parish  of  Silves  in  the  municipahty  of
Silves  in  the  Port`+guese  A|garve.   Built
between  the  8th  and  13th  century,  the
castle is one of the best preserved of the
Moorish   fortifications   in   Portugal,   the
most    important   Moorish    fortification
resulting in its classification as a National
Monument in 1910.   From archaeoloalcal
excavations,  it  is  assumed  that  the  first
fortress    on   this    site   consisted   of   a
Lusitanian  castro.   It  is  believed  that
Phoenicans,   Greeks   and   Cachagivlians

traversed the site at one time, but that around 201  B.C. the Romans conquered Sflves, transforming it into a citadel of
their occupation, and commercial center that prospered for the next five centuries.
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United Arab Emirates,Jumeirali Islamic         (cont'd from previous pg)
Marketing, is conducting on-site excavation, preservation and I.estoration.   The Geographical location of the UAR has
positioned it as one of the nrajor trade destinations throughout the ages. This fact has attracted many civihzations to the
area, which in turn marked it with historical landmarks and remains that shaped the history of the country.

7Qev Digs update .-de£
Egypt -Archaeology Definitives, issued october 7, 2013, Scott# 2105-9,          Ireland, Viking Heritage, issued April 24, 2014
Thutmosis Ill,  Senusret I,  Ramesses Il, Akhenaten                                                  Scott #2030-1 Waterford Kite Brooch, Sword.

Andocofogu Cdy

Inscripdon Dedicated to Hadrian Unearthed in Jerusalem
JERUSALEM, ISRAElj-A Latin inscription on a large frogment of a lintel from an arch built to welcome Emperor
Hadrian to ]enisalem in  130 A.D.  could shed licht on the causes  of the Bar Kochba rebellion. The stone, erected by
Hadrian's Tenth Roman ledon, was discovered in a cistern near ]erusalem's Old City, where it had been recycled by the
Byzantines as a paving stone. "This is another foart in the puzzle) in the historical mystery of what preceded what: the
revolt of Bar Kochba or the foundation of the estabhshment of a city on top of the nrins of Jerusalem named `Aelia
Capitolina' and the change of status of Jerusalem to a Roman colony,"archaeoloalst Rina Avner of the Israel Antiquities
Authority told Reuters. The stone places the Tenth Lealon in Jerusalem during the period between the Jewish Revolt of
AD.  70 and the Bar Kochba rebelhon. The other half of the inscription was unearthed in the nineteenth century by
French archaeoloalst Chndes Clermont-Ganneau  "The inscription itself micht have set in the top  of a free-standing
triumphal arch on the city's northern boundary such as the Arch of Titus in Rome," Avner explained. To read about a
remarkable  cache  of jewlery  dating  to  the  time  of the  Bar  Kochba  rebellion,  see  ARCHAEOLOGYs  "Top  10
Discoveries of 2012."
Wednesday, October 22, 2014

King Tut'§ Virtual Autopsy' Reveals Surprises
King Tutankhanun's golden, mummified remains tell only a partial story of an ancient Egyptian boy king who died
under mysterious circumstances.   But a new "virtual autopsy"  of King Tut's body, shown in an upcoming BBC  One
documentary, has given historians a clearer picture of the yourig man's life - and death.   Scientists used CT scans to
recreate the first life-size iquge of Tutankhamun, one of the last rulers of the 18th Dynasty. King Tut mled from 1333
B.C. unul about 1323 B.C. Historians put his age at death at about 19.

Research published in the ]ournal of the American Medical Association in 2010 showed that King Tut may have died
of  malaria,  possibly  after  suffering  an  infection  in  his  broken  leg.  As  seen  in  the  new  virtual  autopsy  photo,
Tutankhanun's  left  foot was  also  severely deformed; the  inward  anale  suggests  that he  had  a clubfoot.  Researchers
believe the boy king had Kohler disease, a rare bone disorder.

More than 100 walking sticks were found in Tut's tomb; historians oriSnally thought they represented his power, but
it's more likely Tut used them to get around.  Albert Zink, head of the Institute for Mummies and Icemen in Italy, told
The Independent it would have been impossible for the king to have died while riding a chariot, as has been previously
thought.   "We concluded it would not be possible for hing especially with his pactially dubbed foot, as he was unable to
stand unaided. "

Scientists behave genetics and inherited diseases played a role in Tut's bad health because  of inbreeding. A genetic
analysis of his farnily's mummies suggests that his parents were siblings.  "Tutankhamun: The Tnith Uncovered" will air
Sunday on BBC. The Smithsonian will also be showing the documentary on November 2
By]acque Wilson, CNN  updated Wed October 22, 2014
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Exploring the City that Ruled the Mediterranean
The famous city of Carthage - centre of sea power in the Mediterranean, birthplace of Hannibal, and backdrop to the
tragic love story of Dido and Aeneas - is now a huge sprawl of ruins that commands land from the coastal ports of
the Gulf of Tunis to the hillside of Byrsa.

Now Carthage is the must-see heritage destination of Tunisia, its palimpsest of Punic and Roman ruins a constant
draw for tourists from around the world. The site is extensive, and most of the main attractions are a walk or drive away
from each other, so having a good map of the site - or a driver who knows the area weu - is a must. Entering the area
from the south, you can't miss the Punic ports, in what is now an affluent suburb of Tunis, where modem Tunisians
come to get away from busy city life. The two ports, one commercial and the other military, are enduring testimony to
the might of the CachaSnian sea trade and navy.

Tucked away off a road nmning past the commercial port is a highlicht of Puric Carthage: the tophet - a sanctuary
dedicated to the Phoenician gods Baal and Tanit, which contains many child graves. The tophet has long been central to
an ongoing debate. Was it CarthaSnian practice to sacrifice their children to the gods, or was this Roman propaganda
circuhted  after  the city's  destruction?  Despite  excavations  during  WWII  and  later  in the  1970s,  the  controversy
continues, and the tophet remains a mysterious place. The quiet sanctuary, with its small sandstone stele nestled in the
shade of large palm trees, makes a stark contrast to the houses and roads in the urban district just outside, adding to the
sanctuary's otherworldly atmo aphere.
Oct 06, 2014 Current Issue, Issue 67, slider, Travel, Tunisia Current World Archaeology

Study: Asian Cave Drawings as Old as European One§
Ancient cave drawings in Indonesia are as old as famous prehistoric art in Europe, according to a new study that shows
our ancestors were drawing all over the world 40,000 years ago. And it hints at an even earner dawn of creativity in
modem humans, going back to Affica, than scientists had thought.  Archaeolotists calculated that a dozen stencils of
hands in mulberry red and two detailed drawings of an animal described as a "pig-deer" are between 35,000 to 40,000
years old, based on levels of decay of the element uranium. That puts the art found in Sulawesi, southeast of Borneo, in
the same rot+gh time period as drawings found in Spain and a famous cave in France.  And one of the Indonesian
handprints, pegged as at least 39,900 years old, is now the oldest hand stencil known to science, according to a new
study pubhshed Wednesday in the journal Nature.
WASHINGTON (AP) --Oct 8th 2014 3:15PM

Archaeologists Think They've Found the Dungeon Where Dracula Was Kept
Vlad the Impaler was likely held captive in Turkey's Tokat Castle
Before  Vlad  the  Impaler gained  a  reputation  for  his  cruelty  and  might  in battle-and  long before  he  became  the
inspiration  for Bram Stoker's  Drflca:ZzLhe was  a young prince held captive  in a  fortress  in Turkey.  When Vlad was
about 12 years old, he and his brother fen into the Ottoman's hands. Some scholars credit that traurmtic experience for
Vlad's hter blood lust for the Ottomans and say that it perhaps triggered his sadistic tendencies-namely, impahiig-
hter in life.

Now, archeolotists in Turkey say they have found the Turkish dungeon where Vlad and his brother were first locked
up.  Excavations  at the ruins  of Tokat Castle in northern Turkey revealed  secret tunnels  and two dungeons, Turkey's
Hurriet Daily News reports. As Ibrahim Cetin, one of the archeoloSsts behind de discovery, told Hurriet: "The castle
is completely surrounded by secret tunnels. It is very mysterious."

The Turkish archeolodsts say they have evidence to believe that Vlad spent time in one of those dungeons, though as
Hurriet points out, they did not elaborate on the nature of tliat proof.
After his release, Vlad went on to  fight the  Ottomans  for most of his  adult hfe.  In one  such battle, the  J#/c"acz/z.o#4/
Bar7.#cjJ Tz.3grGj reports, he supposedly impaled 20,000 defeated enemies as a show of his power and a deterrent for future
attacks. Eventually, however, the Oromans got the upper hand. While details surounding Vlad's death are hazy, most
scholars agree that he died in battle with the Turks. In any event, his decapitated head was sent to Constantinople in a
barrel of honey, proving that the Impaler had finally fallen-though his legendary place in popular lore had only just
begun.
By Rachel Nower smithsonian.com October 2, 2014

Could an Ancient Tomb's Future Decide Whether Turkey Win Fight ISIS?
Gaziantep, Turkey - Is a possible threat to an ancient tomb at the heart of Turkey's debate on whether to step up its
role in the fight against ISIS?
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Could an Ancient Tomb's Future Decide whether Turkey will Fight IsIS?    (cont'd)
The Turkish Parliament is  debating and win vote later Thursday on whether to  authorize  the use  of military  force
against  ISIS  fichters  in  Syria  and  Iraq.    Up  unul  now,  Turkey,  a  NATO  member,i  has  declined  to  join  a  U.S.-led
coalition, offering only tacit support to some 40 nations that make up the group gc>ing after ISIS in Iraq and Syria.
But that seems to have changed in recent days, with ISIS on its doorstep, tens of thousands  fleeing across its border
and reports that the tomb of the grandfather of the founder of the Ottoman Empire has been surounded.  The tomb --
a white marble mausoleum - is considered a Turkish enclave, despite its location inside Syria. As part of the Treaty of
Ankara in 1921, which ended the Franco-Turkish War, Turkey was allowed to keep the tomb, place guards at it and
raise a Turkish flag over it.  The motive for the motion beirig debated by Turkish lawmakers even spens out "increasing
security risks" posed to the tomb as one of the reasons, according a repoct by Anadolu, the semiofficial Turkish news
agency.  President Recep Tay)rip Erdogan on Wednesday dismissed reports that |§|§ had surounded the site.   "In such
a case, the reaponse of Turkey would be clear and concise," he said, according to Anadolu   Newly appointed NATO
chief tens  Stoltenberg  stressed  at his  first  news  conference  Wednesday  that  the  defense  alliance was  committed  to
protectirig Turkey if it comes under attack.
Special forces deployed
But there have been conflicting reports in recent days about what has happened at the tomb and its guards, with some
clains emergirig that ISIS fighters briefly took the guards captive. It has also been widely reported that ISIS has had the
tomb surrounded for months.   So valued is the tomb said to contain the remains of Suleyman Shah ~ the grandfather
of Osman I, the founder of the Ottoman Empire -- that Turkey deployed special forces soldiers in March when ISIS
began to take vmages and towns surrounding the tomb.   For months, ISIS has been advancing, capturirig portions of
northern and eastern Syria and western and northern Iraq for what it says is its new Islarnic  state, or caliphate.   The
fichting has only intensified in the redon in recent days, with ISIS advancing and needy surrounding the Kurdish city of
Kobani, known in  Arabic  as  Ayn al-Arab,  just a  few  miles  from the  tomb.    If ISIS  takes  Kobani,  it will control  a
complete swath of land from its selfrdeclared capital of Raqqa on the Euphrates River to the Turkish border, more than
100 kilometers (60 rfules) away.
B}L Chelsea]. Carter, Laura Smith-Spark ,ind Gut Tuysuz, C\Tfu  Thu Octtjbcr 2, 201+

The Kennewick Man Finally Freed to Share His Secrets
He's the most important human skeleton ever found in Noch AmericaTrdnd here, for the first time, is his story
In the summer of 1996, two college students in Kennewick, Washington, stumbled on a human shall while wading in
the shallows along the Columbia fiver. They called the police. The police brought in the Benton County coroner, Floyd
Johnson, who was puzzled by the skull, and he in turn contacted James Chatters, a local archaeologist. Chatters and the
coroner retuned to the site and, in the dying lisht of evening, plucked almost ari entire skeleton from the mud and
sand. They carded the bones back to Chatters' lab and spread them out on a table.

The skull, while clearly old, did not look Native American. At first alance, Chatters thought it might belong to an early
pioneer  or  trapper.  But the  teeth were  cavity-free  (signaling a  diet low  in  sugar and  starch)  and worn down  to  the
roots-a combination characteristic of prehistoric teeth. Chatters then noted something embedded in the hipbone. It
proved to be a stone spearpoint, which seemed to clinch that the remains were prehistoric. He sent a bone sample off
for carbon dating. The results: It was more than 9,000 years old.

Thus began the  saga of Kennewick Man, one of the oldest skeletons ever found in the Americas and an object of
deep fascination from the moment it was discovered. It is among the most contested set of remains on the continents
as wen.  Now, thot+ch, after two decades, the dappled, pale brown bones are at last about to  come into  shap  focus,
thanks  to  a  long-awaited,  monumental  scientific  publication  next  month  co{dited  by  the  physical  anthropologist
Doualas Owsley, of the Smithsonian Institution. No fewer than 48 authors and another 17 researchers, photographers
arid edito¢s co"rdhuted to th!e 680-pagp Kennevicle Man: The  I denayfiic Imesti3;alou a,i an Ancient American  I leeletori quexas
A&M University Press), the most complete analysis of a Paleo-American skeleton drer done.
By Douglas preston smithsonian Magazine,    September 2014

Oldest Metal Object Found to Date in Middle East
A copper awl, the oldest metal object found to date in the Middle East, was discovered during excavations at Tel Tsaf.
The tool dates to the late 6th or early 5th millennium BCE, moving the date that people of the redron are known to
have used metals back by several hundred years.

Tel Tsaf, a Middle Copper Age village dated to about 5200-4600 BCE, is near the Jordan River, south of the Sea of
calilee. The site was first docurnented in the 1950s, and excavations began at the end of the 1970s, revealing mud-brick
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Oldest Metal Object Found to Date in Middle East   (cont'd.)
buildings, and a large number of silos in which wheat and barley were stored. In the courtyards, many roasting ovens
filled with burnt animal bones were  discovered, along with numerous  other artefacts  -  among them items  made  of
obsidian from Anatolia or Armenia,  sheus  from the Nile River in Egypt and other areas around the Mediterranean,
figurines of people and animals, and pottery unlike that found almost anywhere else in the redon.

The awl is only 4 cms long - a cone-shaped piece of copper, which would ori§nally have been set in a wooden
handle. It was found duing a previous excavation, in the sealed grave of a woman about 40 years old, dug inside of a
silo.  Around her waist was a belt made of 1,668 ostrich-egg shen beads. The burial has been described as one of the
most ehborate seen in the reSon from that era.

While the grave, the woman's  skeleton, and the beaded belt were all previously reported in scientific journals, the
hittle awl was only reported on recently, after its chemical components were analysed. This artefact is important, because
unul now researchers believed that area residents began to use metals only in the Late Chalcolithic period - the second
half of the 5th millennium BCE. Chemical examination shows the copper may have come from the Caucasus, some
1,000 kilometres from Tel Tsaf. The processing of a new raw material coming from such a distant location is unique to
Tel Tsaf, and provides additional evidence of the importance of this site in the ancient world.
Edited from Science Dally (21 August 2014)

Earhiest Human Burial Site Uncovered in Cyprus
ArchaeoloSsts have discovered what they believe could be one of the earliest documented fomal human burials found
on the island of Cyprus. The burial of an adult individual, probably a male, was found in a tightly flexed position in a
grave cut into a larger, somewhat eadier pit.

Similar sites in Cypnis have shown that the island was in early and consistent contact with the rminland Neolithic,
and was colonised far earlier than previously believed. Human remains, however, had been elusive at all eady Neohthic
sites.   Previously, parts of an infant burial were recovered, and elements representing several individuals were recovered
from Neolithic  wells.  At  one  site  numerous  human  remains  were  recovered  in  a  large  pit,  and  a  flexed  individual
adjacent to a cat burial also was documented.  The newly-discovered site was especially rich in stones, animal bones and
chipped stone, compared with the  fill of the larger pit. The  site is in the  foothills of the Troodos Mountains in the
Paphos reSon, in the very west of the island - rather than near the coast, which is a more common Neohthic pattern.

Many unique features are present, including circular plastered platforms, a huge chipped stone assemblage, and well-
preserved  palaeo-economic  data,  including cattle,  which  previously  had  not  been  documented  on  Cyprus  until  the
Bronze  Age.  Animal  bones  include  a  predominance  of  deer,  followed  by  pig.  The  partial  remains  of two  other
structures have been revealed, making a total of six. Over 300,000 items have been recovered to date.
Edited from Cypms Mail (14 August 2014)

Unique Figurines Found in Turkey
Excavations ongoing in the ancient city of Patara in the southern province of Antalya have revealed two figurines dating
to approximately 3,000 and 7,000 BCE. According to reports, the stone figurines reveal the connection between the
Bronze Age and Anatolian cultures.

One fiigurine is made of earthenware, and hishlights the importance of the Patara Port in ancient times. The figurine
from the eastern Mediterranean depicts the goddess Astarte, goddess of ferility. Although it reflects the artistic features
of Ionian civilisation, the Astarte Sgurine was found along with Cypriot ceramics.

The head of the excavations, Professor Havva ??kan I??k at Akdeniz University's Archaeology Department, said the
history of Lycia would be rewritten with these new findings.
Edited from Hunyiet Daily News (19 August 2014)

British schoolboy archaeologists malre amazing discovery
lt shows that you can never start a love of archaeology too eady. On a site in Kirkhaugh, Northumberland england) a
local group with the lengthy title of the Noch Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Parmership's Altogether
archaeology Project, had encouraged local school children to take part.

This particular group of youngsters, ranchg from 7 to 10 years old, uncovered what they thought was just a phin
piece of plastic. On closer examination it actuauy proved to be made of gold! The piece they found is known as a hair
tress and was won as an ornament in the hair. as wen as being identified and dated at approx. 2,300 BCE, it is also very
rare to find, with only 10 other examples in the UK.

One of the yoapg archaeoloSsts, Sebastian, was quite excited "We did some work on the Copper Age at school,
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British schoolboy archaeologists make amazing discovery    (cont'd)
which  was  really  interesting.  But  to  tale  part  in  the  actual  excavation,  and  to  find  things,  was  awesome!"  Paul
Frodsham, leader of the project, put the find into a bit more perspective "All archaeolodrcal sites are important in their
own way, but this is  exceptional.  It can be  regnded as marking the very start of mineral exploitation in the North
Perminnes, leading in due course to Roman exploitation of lead and silver".
Edited from Express, Daily Mail (4 August 2014)

Ancient fragment of ivory is missing piece of animal figurine
Archaeolochsts from the University of Tiibingen have found a fragment of mammoth ivory belonSng to a 40,000 year
old animal figurine. The figivrine depicting a hon was discovered during excavations in 1931. The new fragment makes
up one side of the figurine's head. Both were found in the Vogelherd Cave in southwestern Germany, which has yielded
a number of remarkable works of art dating to the Ice Age.

"It is  one  of the  most  famous  Ice  Age works  of art,"  says  Professor Nicholas  Conard  of Ttibingen  University's

Institute  of Prehistory  and Medieval Archaeology,  and  the  Senckenberg  Center  for Human  Evolution  and  Palaeo-
environment  Tiibingen.  "and  until  now,  we  thought  it  was  a  relief.  The  reconstructed  figurine  clearly  is  a  three
dinensiond sculpute. "

"We have been canying out renewed excavations and analysis at Vogelherd Cave for neady ten years," says Conard.
"The site has yielded a wealth of objects that inurninate the development of early symbolic artefacts dating to the period

when modem humans arrived in Europe and displaced the indigenous Neanderthals."   Vogelherd Cave has provided
evidence of the world's earliest art and music, and is a key element in the push to make the caves of the SwabianJura a
UNESCO World Heritage site.

Vogelherd is one  of four caves in the redon where the world's  earliest figurines have been found.  Several dozen
figurines and  fragrients have been found in the Vogelherd alone, and researchers are piecing together thousands of
rmmmoth ivory fragments.
Edited from Universitat Tubingen, ScienceDaily (30 July 2014)

Road Improvements Lead to Finds in Philadelphia
In the course of upgrading a junction on the main American Interstate 95 highway in Philadelphia q'ennsylvania, USA)
some interesting archaeology has been uncovered. Artefacts dating from such diverse periods as 3,000 BCE and 1800
CE have been found. The earliest finds comprise tools, weapons and cooking utensils, which are similar to finds dated
at 3,650 BCE uncovered along the Delaware River.

Excavations have been completed on 2/3 of the 3-mile construction zone; the remainirig 1/3 of this $342 million
improvement project should be completed in the next two years. The Senior archaeoloalst working on the site, Douglas
Mooney, is quoted as saying "There was this general sense that Native Americans have been gone (from this area)  for
years, but we  found intact Native American  sites  - they never left.  In a very real  sense they have a presence here  in
Philadelpha".  The  finds  will  be  exhibited  at  the  First  Presbyterian  Church  in  Kensington,  Philadelphia.  In  the
meantime, it is possible to browse through the rich contents of the Digchg i95 website qttp://digstndr95.com).
Edited from NBC (18 July 2014)

Prehistoric Henge Found in Austria
Burgenland is located in the most easterly part of Austria and remains, even today, a very Sparsely populated area. Unul
now it had been believed that the area was first settled around 3,300 BCE with the arrival of Indo-European peoples
and then more permanently  settled by the Celts around  500 BCE.  But now a team of archaeoloalsts, lead by Klaus
Locker, have uncovered the remains of a large henge, dating back to 5,000 BCE.

The circular complex comprises concentric circular trenches - some up to four metres deep - with defensive walls
and  several  entrances.  The  large  circular  area  is  located  in  a  field  on  the  southern  outskirts  of Rechllitz,  and  was
surrounded by wooden poles. It was only after aerial photographs were taken of the district that remnants of an ancient
trench system becalne visible.  The find has proved to be unique in the area and one of the archaeolodsts, Franz Sauer,
is quoted as saying that the henge is "roughly equivalent to Stonehenge, only about 2,000 years older!"
Edited from The I.ocal
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